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ABSTRACT
Let A be an (n, n) submatrix of a nonsingular (n + m, n + m) matrix M, and let
Let p = min(m, n). We obtain
upper bounds on the p smallest singular values of A in terms of the corresponding
ones in S. and vice versa.
S be the inverse of the Schur complement of A in M.

1. INTRODUCTION
Singular values of matrices were not given much attention in the early
textbooks on numerical linear algebra [2, 4, 61. They are in the forefront,
however, in more recent works [l], and the inclusion of the singular value
decomposition
is one of the most advertised features in numerical software
iike MATLAB and GAUSS.
The main result of this paper (the Theorem)

packages
arising

in numerical

continuation

theory

suggested itself in a problem
(for general background see [5]).
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Typically one traces a curve G( u, X) = 0, where X is a parameter with a
physical interpretation and u contains the n components of the discretized
solution of a differential equation. In the continuation code one has to solve
well-conditioned linear systems Mz = h where M has the block structure

I 1

M=A

Bn

C

Dm

Here A is the Jacobian of G with respect to the variables in u only. It is
typically a large matrix with special structure (e.g. banded or symmetric). A
“black box” solver for systems like Ax = y is therefore often available. Block
elimination for Mz = h is then preferable to full Gaussian elimination with
M. Unfortunately, it breaks down if A is nearly singular, i.e. at turning points
of the curve G(u, X) = 0. These points usually have a physical interpretation
like passing from a stable to an unstable solution.
We found that iterative refinement of block elimination is surprisingly
successful at turning points, even when block elimination gives an error of
more than 100 percent. The error analysis of this phenomenon ([3] and a
future paper on the case m > 1) requires the Theorem, which seems to be
unknown and interesting in its own right.

2. PRELIMINARIES
We formulate the results for the case of complex matrices; for the real
case just replace “unitary” by “orthogonal” and adjoint matrices by transposed matrices throughout.
All norms are operator norms with respect to the Hilbert vector norm.

NOTATION. For any matrix A let ai( A) denote the singular values of A
for i = 1,2,... . If A is (m, n), then in the usual convention there are
p = min(m, n) singular values ui > ... 2 up>,0.We extend this by padding
out the ui with trailing zeros, defining ui = 0 for any i > p.This simplifies the
statement of many results.
The following is a mixture of standard elementary facts (see [l] or another
textbook) and standard deductions therefrom.
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LEMMA.
(a) Write X,(X) for the eigenvalues
matrix X, ordered XXX) 2 . . . 3 X,(X).

of a nonnegative
Then

a,(A)“=

X,(A*A)

(i=l,...,n),

q(A)“=

X&4*)

(i=l,...,m),

definite

(k, k)

where the h,(A*A)
and A,(AA*) are pad&d out with trailing zeros if
necessa y.
(b) ui( A) = ui( A*) for all i.
(c) Foranyial,
a,(A)=min{lJA-All:Ahasrank
<i}.
(d) The singular values of a matrix are unchanged by pre- or postmultiplication with a unitary mutrir, by permuting or changing the sign of rows or
columns, or by padding the matrix out with zero rows or columns.
(e) Zf B is a submatrir of A, then q(B) < q(A) for all i.
(f) ZfB=XAY
then
‘i(B)

d

Il~ll*IlYll~~(A)

forall

i.

(g) Let A be an (m, n) matrix and
B=

[

;

1

;

(I is the identity matrix).

”

Then u,(B)~= 1 + Use

for 1~ i Q n.

Proof.
(a) is standard and implies (b). (c) is standard as well and implies
(d), (e), and (f) by straightforward arguments. To prove (g) remark that
B*B = Z + A*A. The n eigenvalues of B*B are thus obtained by adding 1 to
W
these of A*A. Together with (a), this implies (g).

3. RESULTS
PROPOSITION. Consider a rum.singulur block (n + n, n + n) matrix

M=A
[C
n

Bn
Dn1
”
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with inverse

n

”

Then
llMll-%i(A)

< oi(S) G

llM-‘l12~i(A)

(1)

for all i 2 1.
Proof. By the symmetry in the statement of the Proposition, it is
sufficient to prove one of the inequalities in (l), e.g. the second. Without loss
of generality we may assume that A is nonsingular. Indeed, all quantities in
(1) are continuous functions of the coefficients of M, sothat it is enough to
prove (1) for an arbitrary small perturbation of M.
Put A-‘B =V. Then
[A-’

o]M=[z

V].

(2)

From (2) and (e), (f) of the Lemma we get
ai(A~‘)<~IM-‘(lui[Z

V]

for ah i.

(3)

Now for l<i<n

('i[l

VI)~=(~~[&])”

[(b)oftheLemma]

= 1+ Ui(V”)”

[(g) of the Lemma]

= 1+ u,(v)”

[(b) of the Lemma]

=a,II)2
i

=('i[

[V

;“I)”

[(g) of the Lemma]
[(d) of the Lemma] .

Hence
a,[Z

V] =ui[

Iv]

forall i.

(4)
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But
M[ -;“I=[;

;I[

-;-lq=[S!!l].

By (d) and (f) of the Lemma we get

‘i

[

;”

1 IIM-‘llai(S-‘).

(5)

d

Combining (3),
(4),
and (5), we get
a,(A-‘)

d ~~M-‘~~2ui(S-1).

(6)

The singular values of the inverse of a (k, k) matrix are, for i Q k, the
reciprocals of the singular values of the matrix in reverse order; using this and
(6), the Proposition now follows.
W
THEOREM.

(n + m, n + m) matrix with the block

Consider a nonsinguh

f-

with inverse

n

Put p = min( n, m).

m

Then

llMllK2~n-j(A) ~ U,_j(‘> < llM-‘ll”u”-j(A)
IIMIIp’

IIM-‘ll-’

G Ui(S)

for 0~ j < P,

(7)

6 IIM-‘ll

if n<m

and l<igm-n,

(8)

if n>m

and lgi<n-m.

(9)

G Ui(A) Q (IMI(
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Proof.
For m = n this is precisely the Proposition. Again, there is a
striking symmetry in the statement of the Theorem, and so it is sufficient to
prove (7) and (8) in the case n < m. We pad out M to a matrix

pz

1

0

0

A

Bn

[ 0

c

Dm

m-n

n

ii=0

m-n

m

where I_L
= )IM I(. Then

m-n

n

m

Applying the Proposition, we get

[ 1.

i] $ q(S) < (lti-‘l~2ui “0’ 1

l1411-2ui
[y

(10)

Since (/A(( < ((M(( = ((pZI(, we have

PI

0

0

A

uiI

1
=

IIWI

="n-m+i(A)

for

lGi<rn-n,

014

for

m-n<i<m.

(lib)

Next,

IIQI = m=(P, IIAII) = IIMIL
llik’ll = max(p-‘,

llM-‘ll)

= IIMp’jI.

Combining (lo), (12), (13), and (1 lb), we obtain

for m - n < i < m. Put j = m - i to get (7).

(12)
(13)
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Combining

(lo), (12), (13), and (lla),

we obtain

llMll-211~ll Q q(S) G ll~-‘l1211w~
replacing the second inequality
we get (8).
The result needed
COROLLARY

1.

by the obvious bound

in the bordered

u,(S) < ](S(]< []M-‘I],
H

matrix case (m -K n) in [3] is

Let M be as in the Theorem and m < n.

Then llS[li

llM-‘l12a,-,+~(4
Proof.

Take j = m - 1 in (7).

n

Corollary 1 quantifies the known fact that S = 0 iff A has rank deficiency
m. As another striking application we mention
COROLLARY2.

Let M be a unitary mu&ix written as
(n d m).

Then

q(D)

Proof.

=

1

for

‘i-m+* (A)

for m-n<i,<m.

Apply the Theorem

lgi,<m-n,

and note that
S=D*,

so ui( D) = u,(S) for all i by (b) of the Lemma.
REMARKS. Corollary 2 may also be obtained by direct means (starting
from AA* + BB* = I,, B*B + D*D = I,). In the real case it may be visualized as an orthogonal decomposition
property.
Concerning
the sharpness of (7), remark that equality on both sides for
any j with un_ j( A) f 0 or a,_ j(S) Z 0 implies that M is a scalar multiple of
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a unitary matrix. One-sided bounds, however (such as we use in the applications), may be sharp for arbitrarily ill-conditioned M. Indeed, if M is a
diagonal matrix M = Diag[cu,, . . . , a,,, pl,. . . , /3,] with ~yi> as . . . a, >,
P 1 a . . . p,,, then (7) is equivalent to

( +Y_j

)"rld~~'llb(P,-la,i)P,'

[O<j<min(n,m)],

and the first (second) inequality is an equality if cxi = /3,+, (a,_j = &).
If B = C = 0 (as in the diagonal case), then there is no relation whatsoever
between A and S, and therefore the bounds in (7) cannot contain much
information, although they may still be sharp. In our applications M is
expected to be well-conditioned, so that the bounds cannot be very weak.
We remark also that for any nonzero y the matrix

has the same A and S as M, and so IjMll and ll%-‘jl can replace JIM(I
and
(IMP')1
in the formulae (7) (8) and (9) and the parameter y used to tighten
the bounds.
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